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AHRA President Penny Olivi and AHRAEF
Chair Terry Dowd opened Tuesday’s
General Session, announcing the 2009 recipients of

the Osborn and Broadley scholarships. The Osborn
Scholarship was awarded to Charles W. Obbagy, Judy
Offenback, and Jason Scott, RT(R)(MR), while the
Broadley Scholarship was awarded to Donna Morris,
CRA and Sandy Winfield, CRA (see page 5 for more
information).  

Tim O'Horgan, Regional General Manager, FUJIFilm,
introduced the keynote speaker, Craig Zablocki, and his

lively talk entitled, “Lighten Up and Laugh: For the
Health of It.”  Through a series of energizing exercises,
the vivacious Zablocki demonstrated to the audience the
need for us to take ourselves lightly and our jobs serious-
ly.  He pointed out all the ways in which we must look to
children to truly live life to the fullest; unencumbered by
the fear of the unknown, which hinders so many adults.
As we grow older, we lose the honesty, self esteem, and
energy that we experience without question as children.
It is only when we learn to live in the moment and look
past that fear of the unknown that we can become ener-
gized through synergy and compassion towards one
another.  E
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Penny’s Pointers for Past Presidents
By Penny M. Olivi, CRA, FAHRA = AHRA 2008-2009 President = Senior Administrator,
Radiology, University of Maryland Medical Center  = Baltimore, MD = polivi@umm.edu

Monday evening, I was
in the company of many
of our past presidents at
an informal gathering. It

was a fabulous evening.  I was
in awe.  After an evening with such an esteemed
group, I thought I’d be totally pretentious and offer
my pointers for these past presidents.

First, please stay connected to us.  Those of us who
are active in AHRA, those of us who are attempting to
fill your shoes and lead this wonderful association
need your wisdom, expertise, and guidance.  While
your professional lives will take you in directions that
link you to other associations, AHRA loves you and
doesn’t want you to leave us.  Please, stay connected
to us, if not at future Annual Meetings, then at least
electronically.  We want you in our lives.

Second, share the journey of your professional life
with us.  You have achieved so much.  We need to
hear what you have accomplished and how you
accomplished it.  We want to know what career
options are open to those of us who aspire to be
healthcare leaders.  We want to know how you
expanded your reach beyond radiology.  We want to
hear how leading a radiology department prepared
you for your current role.

Third, share the history of AHRA with us.  You lived it;
we need to know that history so that we build on the
positives and don’t relive the negatives.  We love to

AHRA Past Presidents (left to right) Skip Watkins, Sheila
Sfrella, Mike Favreau, Jim Conway, Robbie Edge, Ron
Bernardi, Brien J. Vokits, Jay Mazurowski.

hear how this association got to where it is.  We care
about the past, we believe in the future.  There truly is a
“circle of life” as the Lion King says.  We want your
insights.

I’m about to join the ranks of these past presidents.  What
amazing role models!  How overwhelming to think that I
am now in that group.  AHRA has a rich past.  It is these
past presidents who have guided and shaped this associa-
tion.  We are what we are today because of them.  Thank
you, past presidents!  E

Corrections
The session by Chris Tomlinson listed on page 100 of the
on-site program guide has the wrong title; the correct title
of this session is “How to Get Out of PACS Jail: The

Deconstruction of PACS and the Emergence of Vendor

Neutral Archives.”  We apologize for the error. E
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Negotiate Like a Pro!
By Tonya Bell Brightmon, BS, RT(R)(CT) = Diagnostic Imaging Manager, Interventional Radiology = UTMD
Anderson Cancer Center = Houston, TX = tbell@mdanderson.org

Understanding and being able to effectively
negotiate is an important attribute and skillset for radi-
ology administrators.  The speaker, Jay Mazurowski,
delivered an outstanding and most effective session on
how to “Negotiate Like a Pro!”  Although negotiation is
important in several facets of our daily lives, the purpose
of this session was to focus on negotiation in the work-
place and specifically how it relates to capital equipment
purchases in diagnostic imaging.  To begin understanding
the art of negotiation, one must first understand that
negotiation is a process and not a one time event.  The
negotiation process can be classified into 3 different
phases: before negotiating, during the actual negotiation
process, and closing the deal.  

In learning the art of negotiation, we must first be able to
embrace and understand the definition and meaning of

negotiation.  As the speak-
er stated, negotiation can
be defined as “the use of
information and power to
effect behavior within a
web of tension.”  It can
also be defined as, “the art
of agreeing on something
or settling a question
between 2 parties.”
Knowing and being able to
distinguish between the dif-
ferent types of negotiation
is also valuable information
to conduct effective and
successful negotiation out-
comes. Distributive negotia-
tion relates to competing
over the distribution fixed
sum, while integrative nego-
tiation consists of 2 parties
working together to reach
a collaborative decision.
Integrative negotiation is
also known as win/win
negotiation or a joint ven-
ture relationship, where
both parties “leave the
table” happy.  

In the preparation phase, it is essential that it be prede-
termined who will be involved in the negotiations, when
will the negotiations begin, and to establish the ground
rules that will be used during the process.  It is extremely
important to remember that you must conduct thorough
research prior to beginning the negotiation process.  As
the speaker stressed, “you can’t make a wise decision
about whether to accept [an offer] unless you know what
your alternatives are.”  This relates directly to under-
standing your best alternative to a negotiated agreement
(BATNA).  You have to know what alternatives exist to
compare all proposed agreements and to make an edu-
cated and fact driven decision.

In addition to being familiar with different types of nego-
tiation, it is important to understand that in order to influ-
ence outcomes that you must be familiar with 3 powerful
variables: power, time, and information.   Power refers to
the power of competition and to always make it clear
that you have options and you are not limited to only the
current negotiation process.  Be sure to do your due dili-
gence and ensure that you have obtained a great deal of
product knowledge prior to negotiation as “knowledge is
power.” The more you know, the more negotiating power
you maintain.  Keep in mind that the 80/20 rule even
applies in the art of negotiation.  “Eighty percent of con-
cessions occur in the last 20% of the time available.” This
means always keep the competition wondering and do
not reveal your decision or the outcome until the final
hour, but still keeping in mind that you have to protect
your deadlines and consider the deadlines of others.  

Mazurowski shared that, while negotiating, never limit
your bargaining power and always ask for more than
you expect.  After all, you just might get what you
requested and more.  In closing, when you are ready to
complete the negotiation process, be sure to obtain all of
the final negotiations in writing, review and confirm the
agreement, sign and date the contract, thank all mem-
bers of the negotiation teams, and maintain all estab-
lished relationships.

However you define negotiation, we must always remem-
ber that “negotiation” is not a one-time event, but rather
a process.  E
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2009 Award & Scholarship Winners
The 2009 award and scholarship recipients, as well as the 2009 Partners in Learning participants, were honored at a
special awards reception held on Tuesday, August 11, 2009.  Congratulations to this year’s winners!  (Please see the
August 2009 issue of Link for a complete list of the 2009 award and scholarship recipients.) A special thanks to the
2009 Member Recognition Team for their hard work and dedication in distinguishing this year’s award recipients!  E

Above left: 2009 GE Healthcare Award for Excellence Winners: Max Grady; Terry Stavang, CRA, RT(R); Brad
Hellwig, CRA; Debra (Debi) Farnham; Paul Riggieri, CRA.  Above right: 2009 AHRA Fellows: Ed Yoder, FAHRA;
Winnie Grieshaber, CRA, FAHRA; Timothy L. Ludwig, CRA, FAHRA. 

Above, left: 2009 President’s Award Recipient, Ted Caveglia, FAHRA; AHRA President Penny Olivi, CRA, FAHRA;
2009 Gold Award Recipient, Jay Mazurowski, CRA, FAHRA.  Above, middle: 2009 Osborn Scholarship Recipients
Jason Scott, RT(R)(MR); Judy Offenback; Charles W. Obbagy.  Above right: 2009 Radiology Management Editorial
Award recipient, Gary Boyd, FAHRA (not pictured: Sandra K. Collins, MBA and Denise A. Vaughn, MS).
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2009 Award & Scholarship Winners

A special thank you to the 2009 Member Recognition Team for their hard work and dedication in distinguishing this
year’s award recipients!  E

Broadley Scholarships 
(Education Foundation)

Donna Morris, CRA
Director, Radiology,
Mary Washington Hospital
Fredericksburg, VA

Sandy Winfield, CRA
Director, Imaging Services,
Franklin Square Hospital Center
Rosedale, MD

Left, Monday’s first Hot Spot winner, Gina Winters, Oschner Medical Center, New Orleans, LA, at the Celtic Leasing
(booth #862).  At right, Monday’s second Hot Spot winner, Randy Hill, Metroplex Health System, Killeen, TX, at the
Philips booth (booth #435).

Exhibit Hall Information

11:00 am – 2:30 pm Exhibit Hall Open
12:00 pm – 12:15 pm HOT SPOT!
12:00 pm – 1:30 pm Lunch served

1:00 pm – 1:15 pm HOT SPOT!
1:30 pm Scavenger Hunt Drawing/ Winner

Announced

EXHIBIT HALL SCHEDULE  WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12

Raffles throughout the day

Thank you to everyone who bid on items
that closed on Tuesday! A total of $3250 was

raised through Silent Auction items, which benefits the
AHRA Education Foundation.  Silent Auction bidding for
Wednesday will be open until 4 pm. 

On Wednesday, there will be no minimum bid necessary
for the remaining items at the Silent Auction (with the
exception of memorabilia items).  Bids must be in whole
dollars only.

Stop by the Silent Auction area in Bayside B Exhibit Hall
of the Mandalay Bay Center for some great deals! To bid
on items, please write your name, bid amount and con-
tact information on the bid sheet next to the item. Please

Silent Auction Information

SILENT AUCTION SCHEDULE

Wednesday, August 12
7:00 am – 10:00 am Bidding Open 
11:30 am – 4:00 pm Bidding Open 

4:00 pm  Bidding Closed for Wednesday Items 
5:00 pm Winning Bids Posted 

Thursday, August 13
8:00 am – 10:00 am  Items may be picked up 

during this time. 

note that some items close on Monday, some on
Tuesday, and some on Wednesday. Stop by often to
make sure you haven’t been outbid!  E
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Tuesday’s session, “2009 Documentation
Requirements for CPT and ICD-9 Compliance” was an
important primer in correct coding and coding compli-
ance. With more than half of all hospitals reporting nega-
tive total margins and over 80% of larger institutions
operating in the red, complete and accurate coding is
more important than ever before. Not only to reduce
denied claims, but also to preserve radiology reimburse-
ments and mitigate risk.

Cheryl Shad, BA Ed, CPC, ACS-RA, gave attendees valu-
able advice on physician ordering requirements for imag-
ing centers, independent diagnostic testing facilities, and
hospital-based services. “It all begins with the physician
order,” emphasized Shad. The ability to add exams and
update orders varies between hospital-based and inde-
pendent centers. Important distinctions were explained
and practical strategies to minimize logistical delays
shared. 

Shad reminded us that Medicare is the primary payer,
and what they say goes. Furthermore, if tests are per-
formed beyond those requested in the original order,
practices are under immediate, unwarranted suspicion for
fraud. Each procedure must have a definitive reason for
exam or you won’t get paid. It’s that simple and that
direct.

Guidelines for ICD-9 coding were explained with an
emphasis on avoiding the use of “rule out,” coding signs
and symptoms if exams are normal, and documenting the
highest level of certainty for each exam. Radiologists who
dictate “consistent with” in their reports are putting their
organizations at risk as coders cannot legally code any-
thing proceeded by words of uncertainty.   
In addition, the reason for exam must be in narrative for-
mat rather than a numeric code. And patient provided
information or history from the medical record doesn’t
suffice. Finally, incidental findings should not be coded as
payers will select only one code for medical necessity;
often choosing the non-reimbursable one. 

The bottom line for radiology administrators is that we
are responsible for obtaining a reason for exam, in col-

2009 Documentation Requirements

for CPT and ICD-9 Compliance

laboration with our radiologists. If there is no definitive
reason, our departments should not be performing the
study.  The American College of Radiology (ACR) has
developed standards for radiology reporting which
should be followed. These standards are also preferred
by Medicare, so you can’t go wrong. 

In the final analysis, clinical documentation serves as
the foundation for better coding, fewer denials, and
stronger reimbursement in healthcare. With Shad’s
guidelines in hand, attendees should be well prepared
to take their case to referring physicians and radiolo-
gists next Monday—when real life comes back into the
picture!  E

By Gerri Walk, RHIA, CCS-P = Senior Manager = Health Record Services = gerri@healthrecordservices.com
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Tuesday’s Education
Foundation Donation Totals

234 Gifts

Average of $41 Per Person

21% of those in attendance have 
donated to the AHRA 
Education Foundation

AHRA Education Foundation Asks You to “Get Pinned”

at the Annual Meeting!

AHRA members making a donation $25
or more will be rewarded with a com-
memorative AHRA Education Foundation
pin. Stop by the EF booth to make your donation. 

The AHRAEF raises money to support scholarships,
awards, research, programs, projects, products, and
services specifically designed to develop the compe-
tencies of imaging administrators at all levels. 

All donors will receive a complementary cup of coffee
thanks to our sponsor Aurora, Advanced Breast
Imaging.

Don’t forget the AHRAEF Silent Auction also happen-
ing during this meeting!  E
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Communication With Strength
By Louise Saxby = Director of Medical Imaging = Huggins Hospital = Wolfeboro, NH = lsaxby@hugginshospital.org

What difference does a word make?  A ton.  Well, this I
know after attending Tuesday morning’s session
“Communicate with Strength: Key Words that Undermine
Your Effectiveness” creatively and wittily offered by
Karen Purves.  There were no empty seats at the start of
her presentation, demonstrating, to me, that this topic is
something that many imaging directors feel the need to
tackle.  

Karen was quick to involve the audience with humor and
clever brain teasers that helped demonstrate how one
word (or a few words together) gets processed through
our brains and bodies. She used visual, oral, and tactile
methods to connect with every participant. She was able
to easily exhibit how our brains process our words and
how we can readily exchange our words to empower
ourselves. Changing “I don’t have time to…” to “You’re
important and….” effectively changes the dynamic of the
entire exchange.

“By saying the same thing in a different way,” we can

empower ourselves to enhance our relationships with co-
workers, family, friends, and even ourselves.  Have you
ever found yourself saying to yourself that you have a
problem that needs addressing?  Now, change directions
instead and say to yourself that you have an opportunity
that needs addressing.  It is as simple as that.  You can
exchange a negative and immediately turn it into a posi-
tive.  Saying the same thing in a different way tells your
brain (which in turn tells your body) how to process your
thoughts and words.  Key words can improve your credi-
bility to your staff.  Choosing to use key words can help
you build collaborative teams.

Karen used improvisation skills to create an interactive,
fun, fast paced exchange that left me wanting more.  I
am often surprised at what little changes we can do that
might make such a mighty difference on a daily basis.
These useful tips, quick exchanges, and infectious laugh-
ter will force me to do just that: change the direction of
my communication, one word at a time. E





Wednesday’s

¶ Agenda

Continental Breakfast Palm Foyer
7:00 am – 8:00 am 

Roundtables 7:00 am – 8:00 am 
= Dealing with Difficult Employees  (Palm B)
= Working with Vendors to Thrive in Challenging Times 

(Palm C)

Breakout Sessions 8:00 am – 9:30 am
= Legislative Initiatives and the ACR Response: From 

Accreditation Programs to P4P  (South Seas A)
= Justifying New Equipment: Math Made Easy! 

(South Seas B)
= Medical Imaging in the Next Decade: Where 

Preparation Meets the Future  (South Seas I)
= 2009 Documentation Requirements for CPT® & 

ICD-9 Compliance  (South Seas J)
= Avoiding Eight Pitfalls that Impair Workflow 

Efficiency  (Palm B)
= An Introduction: Lean Production in Medical 

Imaging  (Palm C)

General Session and Keynote  
South Seas CEF 9:45 am – 11:00 am 

Exhibit Hall Open Bayside B
11:00 am – 2:30 pm 
Lunch served 12:00 pm to 1:30 pm

Breakout Sessions 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 
= Having a Radiology Clinical Education Coordinator on    

the Leadership Team  (South Seas A)
= Image Quality in the Digital Environment  

(South Seas B)
= Improving the Efficiency of Patient Throughput via 

Inpatient Scheduling  (South Seas I)
= Customer Service in the Imaging World  (South Seas J)

Breakout Sessions 2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
= Outpatient Sales and Marketing: The Difference 

Maker  (South Seas A)

= Terms of Engagement: How to Engage Staff in 
Healthy Change  (South Seas B)

= Performance Improvement: Cutting through the 
Jargon  (South Seas I)

= Excel for Radiology Managers  (South Seas J)
= Effectively Using Progressive Discipline  (Palm B)
= How to WOW your Physicians and Patients...with 

Online Orders  (Palm C)

Expanded Sessions 2:30 pm – 5:30 pm
= Nature versus Nurture: Evidence Based Design in 

Diagnostic Imaging  (South Seas G)
= From the Classroom to the Workplace: How Current 

Educational Trends Affect You  (South Seas H)

Break Palm Foyer
3:30 pm – 4:00 pm 

Breakout Sessions 4:00 pm – 5:00 pm
= Strategic Planning for Competitive Advantage 

(South Seas A)
= The Quest For a “Winning” Breast Center  

(South Seas B)
= Satisfying Generation X: Building Effective Teams and 

Promoting Consensus Decision Making  (South Seas I)
= The Sales Continuum: Measuring Marketing 

ROI  (South Seas J)
= PACS Replacement: I Would Rather Have a Root 

Canal  (Palm B)
= Hi, My Name is..... (Help For Technology 

Addicts)  (Palm C)

AHRA’s Ocean’s 11 Party
South Seas CEF 7:00 pm – 10:00 pm 
Generously sponsored by Bayer HealthCare
Pharmaceuticals
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